The Membership of the Royal College of Physicians (MRCP) exam is known to be grueling war between the internal medicine aspirant and two, huge chunks of paper carrying 100 (MCQs) each. A bit challenging for a South Asian doctor to understand the proclivities of infections, autoimmune conditions, and other cases. What is common for us is not what is commonly asked. What is commonly asked may not be what is commonly encountered. In every aspect possible, our demographic and our perception of this demographic are different. An effort to bridge that difference with the universal language of medical science.

- **MRCP Manual** is the one-stop handbook for mastering the MRCP Part1 and MRCP Part 2 that covers latest curriculum of RCP including Clinical Sciences
- Thirty detailed sections cover subspecialties, super specialties, and important parts of allied specialties
- Topics are illustrated with detailed teaching notes and easy to memorise lists, including more than 600 (BOF) with answers to jog memory and help in revision.
- Includes tables and high-yield concepts and treatment protocols for visual-tactile learner
- **Separate Sections** on medical emergencies, their clinical presentations and updated treatment protocols as per the latest international guidelines
- **MRCP Manual** is the culmination of a strong effort to free the aspiring doctor of the burden of competitive exam and inspire true curiosity into the subject of clinical medicine

Extremely useful to Aspirants of MRCP Part 1 and MRCP Part 2 for cracking the examinations.